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The, National Science Foundation. (NSF).bat estimated

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC) AND
USERS OF THE ERIC SYSTEM."

that between 375,000:

--and.400;00Q science and engineering doctorates will beavailable in 1985, compared

These projections indicate 'a trendtowardwith W)out 235,000 available positions..

increasing imbalances .between supply. and utilization, which could mean'that many

doctorateS'will.not find jobs in science land_engineering fields and some may be
,

unemployed. -ho magnitude of the - .unemployment is difticUlt to project, but it is-_,

to be: relatively small, since-doctorate holder1 unable-to find related

or traditional jobs are still likely to find-some sort of employmentjNSF, 1975).

Between 1972 anc11985., NSF,has estimated a surplus of 78,000 science and

engineering PhDs. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (1975) has projected' the
:

.

surplus at 190,700 over the Same' period. Although'there have been a number

criticisms othe bureau's approach, the-two setS'of projections do provide
. . . . . - .

., . .

boundaries for the possiblesurplus. (Cangial..)L-i 1976). .

, . .

, . To-help policymakers and planners deal with this projected surplus, the

of

.

. . .
.

. . .

Higher EducationResearch Institute (HERI) iSconducting a study. of nonacademipally

employed science and engineering doctorate.holders and-faculty members who have
',..: .

changed jobs dUring the paSt three y'ears.. 'It is important to understand the

determinants of job satisfaction and productivity to evaluate the efficacy of

continued production of PhDs when the. number of traditional science and.

engineering jobsis declining.

- -1
. .

If PhD's eiriployed'in jobS that are notzgatall

associated with their fields are satisfied and productive, then the move.toward
.

*This study.was supPorted by grants froni the Ford Foundation and the
National Science Foundation. An earlier version was presented atthe Eastern
EconomiCs Association's Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C., April 28, 1978..
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nontraditional careers4br new doctorates may be socially beneficial. .HoWever,
. . . . ,..

. ''''N.,.1 .

if doctorates are forced into unsatisfying jobsperhaps-those in which they are
.

unable to conduct research--the nation's resources will be underuVizedand many

.

highly. educated workers will be discontent... It is also important to understand

mobility patterns & s ence and engineering] dootbtatel holders, 'Since an important

source of academic job during a pe of declining enrollments.is cireated

when faculty members m ve to ocher employment sectors.'

Methodology
_

The HERI study identified through a survey of college end university

.departments, faculty members 117' had acceptedneW academic jobs.vor-rho had left

academic jobs fo other poiitions within the Iasi three years." faculty members:
.

who had accepted the4 first job after receiving the doctorate, were not included

in-the resulting roster. Wit'h cooperation from* the.federalCiv49Service

Commission, the study was also able to survey a large sample of PhDs'employed
.

ty,,the federal/government:. all :those in nine specific fields(antEropology,

chemistry, economicS;-mathematics, physics, political science, sociology,'civil
r

eriginObiing, and mechanical engineering) and random samples bf thqse.with
; .

degrees-in biological sciences, psychology, and electriCal engineering!h The last
. .

three fields were sampled because the rosterlilcluded many PhDs. from these

fields who Were.employe7d outside government.' The number of PhDs in the govern-.

..

ment.in .these three fields Was also lare. Professional societies were. able to

add to the roster PhDs from many fields who were employed outside academe or

government. The response rate from a survey of.a roster of more than 19,000

science 'andengineering.dootorates was over 50%.
-

Thin study includes the largest number of.nonacademically'employed Science'and

engineering' doctorate holdeis ever analyzed. In contrast/ the Comnrehensive.Roster
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of the''NatiOnal Research Council (NRC) includes only about. 2,000 such PhDs who are

employed "outside science," presumably in jobs which are nontraditional for PhDs.

The periodic faculty surveys sponsored the Carnegie. Commission on Higher Education,

focused only.on faculty members, excluding nonacdemically employed PhDs. Hence,.

i despite the unusual way the original roster was-compiled, it can be assumed that
4

the sample is sufficiently representative to provide use; ::1 information on science.

:and engineering doctorate holders outside academe and on those' who have moved in or

out of colleges and Universities ill recent years,.

The study analyzed-the responSes to an eight-page, Cuestionaire, completed.6y

10,000 doCtoraee holders; which dealt.with career outcOmes,'cUrrent-joh charactetis-
.

tics, personal and educational bai-Agrounds, and career histories. This paper focuses
-

t .

°

.

career_on 'three important outcomes: salary; job Satisfaction, and. publication its

-....

Tates, a )0Foxy-for productivity.. To determine publication rates, a publication
. .

-index was developed/to Weigh different 'types of publications. The weights were

assigned a follows: scholarly.bpdks,.single authorship, 10;. scholarly books,
. . . .

.
.

joint authorship, 6; edited books, 5, other books,.6; chapters or articles in

.scholarly journals, 3; articles,in nonscholaly journals, 2; book reviews, editotials;

abstracts, other published short works, 1; publishedrepotS, '3; unpubllSild

.reports of.article or monograph length. 11patentable inventions, 4. The nuknbers

. . .
. . -

-
. were added to get the publication index.

Knowledge about jobsthat ptpvide acceptable salaries, satisfactiomand.

opportunities td publish will heip deterhine whether. PhDs-in science an

engineering will be able to pursue satisfying and productivealthough

careers in the face oscarce traditional job openings.
,

. -
Six categories of fa6tors are associated with the three dependent variables."

Before turning to-detdiled.multivariate analyses-however, it is useful to under-
.

stand the reasons for including certain independent. variables and the distribution'.
*- . ; :
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of responses to certain questions, .Tble 1. provides basic data by field and
. . .

,

/ . -
:.-

employment sector.

Insert Table 1 here' I'

The"first-group of independent variabledTepresents baCkground factors: aex,

age, :and marital status. cit is diear that- mobile faculty memberS,those'who-
/.

-.

moved into new faculty jobs withinthe past three yearU--are youngerthan
-

t i
.

'doctorates employed in goliernmer:or industry.' Many young faculty probablY.
..-.

. -
. ,

change employer about the time of-the tenure.decision-
.. I .

The second set of variables representl educational experience. Various,

PhDfield,s were "IclUded as'dichmtomous variables to see whether differences

. in field affect the outcpmes. Selectivity of graduateinstitutiOdand rank'
.

in class were also in uded. Finally, years since PhD, was included for a.numbei.

of reasi;ms. Clearly, time in the labor force will affect career outcomes. How-

-ever, two variabiesshighly related to years since PhD - =age and the number-16f

years of full -time employMent--were also,ncluded. Since.a stepwise regression.

techniql.M was used in some analyses, in .-the final step only the variables with
. 0 .

the greatest, independent correlation with the' dependent variables.reMained

significant.

It has been argued that those who received their PhD at an earlier -age are
-

more able or more Motivated than others. By including both age and years since

314)
PhD, the analySes revealed the-separate effects of' ceiving the PhD at a

relatively early age and of age, itself on careerdevopment. *

It-is also'argued that one reason men and women who receive,their PhDs at

the same time experience different cafeer.outcomes is that.women spend fewer

_
,postgr-duate years in the labor force. Controlling for years since PhD and,
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years employed full time since PhD indicates whether differences between men

and women are a f*nction of sex itself o. of differential years of experience

for a.qiven number of years since the PhD.
4

The third set of independent variables considers characteristics offthe

present job. In Viis category, 12 dummy variables categorized individual;

according to whether they were employed in colleges and universities; government,

)k

or the'private:Set (designated'"ott._r"), and also whether they were teaching;

conducting research, working in administration, or working primarily at "other"

'things, With the three employMent sector categories and the font primary work

activity categoies, each individual could beplaced in one of 12 sector/worr.

activity'cells. The regressions determined whether these categories.are related

to career outcomes:
.

Jobs can also be evaluated by their "relatedness" to the graduate speciali
.

zation. Do PhDs working in their field earn more because they are more competent?

Or is relatedness a proxy for .'facultlr," who teach what they were taught: About

90% of faculty respondents 'work in their PhD (Table 1): Of those employed
o

in gOvernment, economists (85%), psychologists (92%), and biologists' (89%) are

most lik.ely to work in their 'PhD field. Physicists in government are least likely
4

to be emplOyed in their PhD field (67%). Economists and psychologists are mot,L

lilcely to continue workirgii their PhD field ;ihile employed in industry, while

.'physicists, again, are least likely to do so. Despite the time since. graduation

.for:nonacademics, a large number still feel they work in theit PhD field. Yet

the percep- Df 'the relatedness' between job and PhD training is Much lower for

nonacademic n for faculty members, especially for nonacademics working in the

private sector. Regardless of sector, only 10% of PhDs who hold unrelated jobs

. indicated that they do so involuntarily; mast holdthem because they prefer

their unrerated jobs over more closely relat-td alternatives. Strikingly,
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most fields, science and engineering PhDs are most likely to say they-are under-

employed if they work in government.

Other characteristics. Ol-the present job included in the regressions were:

. -.

whetherlan individual is working full time, the percentage of-time. devoted to the.

,-:- -

primary job, the number of years on the job, whether the respondent.Perceives the
N.,

job as nontraditional, and whether the respondent is now doing research..- Salary
A '

was included in the job' satisfactiOn regression; the pUbliCation index was included

in both the other regr.cssionS.

The rourth category of explanatory variables represents employment history..

The purpose here was to see if career outcomes are affccted by whether or not the
4

doctorates were employed between their BA and PhD, the number of jobs they have

held, whether they have changed .their career goals, tIle number of years they

have been employed full time since their PhD, and whether they were seeking a .job

while on'their previous iob.
.

Next, the extent of correlation between career outcomes and satisfactioh

with life. in general and with leisure activities.was examined in the job.satis-

faction regression- Table 2 shows satisfaction. with life in general and with futur(

Insert Table-2 here

.prospects for. respondents in different fields and employment sectors_ Other

studies (Salmon & Ochsner, 1978) indicate a strong coreelation,between life satis-

faction and job satisfaction, implying that the causation runs from the latter to

the former. In all fields 'exCept electrical engineering, those employed in

'industry, are More-satisfied with life than faculty ?:embers; government workers in

except civil and electrical. engineering, economics, and political science

are,aiso more satisfied thg faCuity, Except for anthropologists and biologists,

_those-emploed in, industry, re more satisfied with life in general than Ere those



Was 2
Satisfaction with Life and Future Prospects,.by Field and Employment Sector

(in percentages)

Meld

Biology

Chemistry .

Physics

Mathematics
/

Civil engineering

Electrical engineering

Mechanical engineering

Economics

Political science

Anthropology

Psychology

Sociology

Life Future

Faculty Government Other Faculty Government .Other

60.0 65.4 64.2 43.3 46.* 44.0

54.5 58.9 60.2 41.8 34.4 48.5.''

53.7 56.1 65.9 31.0 34.6 47.7

50.7 54.1 57.3 2967 38.8 43.2

/

63.5 61.6 -70.0 50.8 : 40.5 66.7

67.6 57.3 36.0 66.7 - -.35.3 52:9

59.6 60.4 77.3 52.3 ,. 33.1 70.5

58.9 58:0 . 71.0 47.4 44.1 53.0

59.6 58.1 58.8 47.8 ..36.7 3.1
,.)

51.4 .65.9 53.1 41.3 48.8 34.1

56.7 . 60.9 66.4 43.7' 47.2 53.6

60.6 64.8 59.7 53.8 47.5 53.0-

Note. Percentages indicate "very satisfied."

;J
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employed in government. This fact and the greater sense. of' underemployment of

government workers emphasizes the positive relationship between job satisfaction

and life satisfiiction. Academics are less satisfied with future prospeCts than

those employed in indUstrY, but they tend to be more satisf* than those

emploed in government. Since the faculty members in the sample were young

and.mobile,.they may have different vie,/ than their older, less mobile counter-

%

parts. suture academics, however, would probably experience the same insecurities

. .as the faculty in this sample. The respondents indicated that nonacademic

employment would not be such a bad, albeit unrelated, career choice.

Since satisfaction with future prospects is highly correlated with job satis-

faction,, the former was omitted from the job satisfaction regressions. Both job

sai.istio:1-and satisfaction with leisure are said to be components of life

satisfaction hence, attitudes about leisure and life were included to discern the

:correlations betweeneach of these.andjob satisfaction after holding constant

other factors.

Finally, there were four measures of mobility: whether respondents would

.1Ook nationwide if seeking a new job, whether climate, places a constraint on the

'type of jobs considered; whether spouse's job preferences restrict mobility,

and the locationof thejob in terms of miles from the town in which a person grew

upc These mobility indicators tested the hypothesis that those who are more
. .

-geographically mobile should be better able to achieve satisfactory career outcomes.

As Table 3.indicates, a large number of mobility measures were available from

Insert Table 3 here
ve-

the survey. The .three in the regression represented diverse types .of attitudes about

(would look nationwide andimportance of climate) and ability (spouse's

job)to,7,iove. An indication. of actual mobility to date (miles from home

.A.



Table 3

Ittila Toward Mobility and Location. Dy Sex and Employment Sector

(la percentages)

Mobility Measure

Women

Faculty
Govern
went Cther

Govern -
Parulty sent Otiwbr

(0 I would take a job any
where as lung as there
were opportunities to
travel
1

(+) If I were looking for a
job now. I would look
nationwide

(-) There are a limited
number of cities in
which I would live

(-) Climate would be major
factor in my decision
to move

CO. I would take a job any- '

wherorfor a short
perio4 but I have
specific preferences
for permanent resi-
dence

(+) I would move anywhere
if the salary were -
attractive enough

(a) I would move anywhere
for an extremely
satisfying job-

(-) I will be more mobile
when my children are
outsof school

(-) My mobility is limited
because my parents are
alive ..---

(L) _my ideal job location is
within 500 miles ciI the
community where:I grew
up

.

(--) My occupation severely .

limits my choice of.
geograptic location

(-) My mobilit is limited
because o spouse's
job

(-) My mobility 1v limited
because of spouse's
educational plans'

(-) MY mobility is limited
because of spouse's
preference's about
locale .

Mobility index

4.4:

41.7

40.4

r

20.4

19.3

8.7

26.5

15.6

1.9

8.9'

9.2

4.4

1-4

.6.7

-8.3 ..

:

.

2.S

28.4

43.0

24.5

10.S

8.4

22.5

18.5

2.0

7.5

12.7

3.7

0.9

/.0

739.2

0

.

3.4

28.2

48.6

28.7

18.1

8.7

21.2

18:1 ..

2.2

7.6

7.9

3.8

1.2

a.:

-46.7

4.6

29.9

41.3

16.1

17.4

2.4'

24.0

11.7

4.5

12-0-
__41

-.

6.4

35.5

2.9

13.3

-65.4

4.S

19.9

44.6

16.8.

26.7

6.0

20.5

'14.5

4.2

8.6

7.e-

30.0

3.5
- --

11.5 .

-75.8.

..

,

'.

,-87.2

5.2

19.2

4.7.7

26.6

19.5

7:3

20.7

16.0

44.0

7.8

7.3

31.2

3.0

15.5

.

. .
. .

Note. Percentages indicate "strong agreement" among all fields.
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to to present job)', was also used, although for women this could be a. function of
1. -

spouse's -nobility. Table 3 shows.the'attitudes of male and female PhDs separately,
1

. accordimj to whether their present job is-in an academic, government, or
-

.

. ,

industrial seLting. 'Inlet salary attracts faculty less than location is immediately

-evident. It is also-clear that women are more limited by their spouses than men,

_ regardless of sector. The group most motivated by salary is economists.

A crude mobility index was constructed by making an ar}.itrary decision that
E

five_statemPnts indirAte mobility and the remainder indicate 14.mited mobility or

immobility:* Women are Much less mobile than men,'faculty members are the most

mobile.of all,,even.though most have already moved within the last three years.

ITheyNare'rzollowed by government, then industz4a, employees.

FaCultimembers maAe willing to increase their- mobility in an effort to.

-VI.-
hold a "related" job, that is; tEiChim in their field. Yet Tables 1 and 2

suggest that the payoffs for faculty must come in s other than Salary and

life satisfaction. The multivariate analyses provide the controls necessary to

clarify the role of relatedness in,career outcomes.-

Results of Stepwise Linear Regressions

The stepwise multiple regression technique was not used here to test a causal'

model, but rather to find correlates with career outcomes. In Certain cases,

WO

-*The proportion of statements indicating strong agreement for male faculty
meibers,-government employees, and so on, was summed, with the factors indicating
mobility .given a plus sign and .those..indicating immobility, giVen a minus sign. Hence,
. if a 4rOup--say male faculty members--was perfectly mobile, the score Would be plus
500 because t00 peicent of male faculty members would have indicated strong agree-
.

ment with the five positive factors and zero percent would have indicated strong
agreement. with the negative factor. SimilarlY,.if a group were perfectly immobile,
the index would be minus 900 because zero percent would have indicated strong agree-
ment with the positive factors and 100 percent would have indicated strong agreement
with each negative factor. Thus, a category that was neutral vis-a-vis 'mobility,
that is, a category in which 50 per-Cent are in strong agreement with each of the

statements, would have au index of minus 200: The fact that each of the columns
indicates a,negative mobility index does not mean immobility.. All indices shown
are above minds'200.

3

.



,significant final'beta'coefficientslead to inferences about direction.of causa--

Lion.. But the major purpose -of the regression analyS s was to identify significant

partial correlations and to determine the extent to which career outcomes can be
. .

predicted by this rather comprehensive and intuitively logical.set o' factors.

Current 'Salary
t

The standard human capital earnings function explains earnings by years of

schooling and years in the labor force, among other things. Sinde all respondent's

achieved the PhD, years of schooling was not included in the equation (Tab e r 4).

Insert Table 4 here

However, both years on the pr1sent job and total years worked sinre the PhD were

included and were significant in the final step. Both general and specific on-the-
.

job trainiing have a payoff;to the PhD, The normalized coefficients on total years

employed is about twice as large as the coefficient for years on current job.

Those who worked between the time they received the BA and the PhD also earn more.

The additional experience might acid to their earning power, or those who inter-
.

rupted their education to work might earn.more money because they have greater
.

motivation.

.

Clearly,'"otal years worked" is highly correlated with age (r = .830) and,

; -

age is highly correlated with income stl = .488), but the age-income relationship is

not significant in the final steps of the regression. The simple correlation
1 :

'between years since PhD and income (r = .544) is higher than.the correlation between

-age and income and, despite the significance of to_al years worked, ,years since PhD

is also significant in the final step. This implies that the greater th number of

years employed since receipt, of the PhD, the higher the income.

4 common explanation of wage differences between men and women of the same

age is. that women leave the labor force to raise children: Yet; the regression
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-

Multiple Linear Regre on Current Salary

.f

. 04.3,6561-
-

. Variable r''

lUmkground

Sex
Age
Married

Education
Years sincePhD
Rank in class
Graduate school selectivity
Field: Biology '

Chemistry
aC Physics

Math
Civil ngineering
Electrical engineering
Mechanical 'engineering
Anthropology -

Econcartcs
Polttical science
Psychology
Sociology

PutaiCation index
Not underemployed
Nontraditional job

:Employment History
Employed between BA/PhD
Number of jobs
Changed career goals
Was seeking new job
Years full-time since PhD

Current Satisfaction
Satisfaction with life
Satisfaction witSleisnre

Mobility
Would look nationwide
Climate a limitation
Limited by spigse
Miles jotr4sxmeNtOwh

R2

-.191
.488
.109

.544

.030
-.131
-.042
.066

-,P.059

.210

.010

-.176
.031'

-.069
-.050
-.081
.085

.

,
Entering Beta Final-Beth

. /
-.171 1 -7.036.

.020*-
. .042 -.030

.-._:.
.414 .088 g
.068 .056
.042 .051

-.052 -.072
-.049 -.043

_408 .154 .178
a:

.

:
.104 .031 .031

.. a

.552-, .170
.

.. .177

\ -.161

a-

.

-.046 -.046

.625

_408 .154 .178
a:

.

:
.104 .031 .031

.. a

.552-, .170
.

.. .177

\ -.161

a-

.

-.046 -.046

.625

,
Entering Beta Final-Beth

. /
-.171 1 -7.036.

.020*-
. .042 -.030

.-._:.
.414 .088 g
.068 .056
.042 .051

-.052 -.072
-.049 -.043

-.038
. -

.197 .

.023
% -.081

. :095 .

-.040 '

-.053
-.039
.050

1.1Z4*

-.056

.022'

-.050
. .083.

7-7-.:1:

,.'

.

-.015*
J.031

_408

.104

.154
a:

.

:
.031

.. a

.178

.031

.552-, .170
.

.. .177

a-

.
\ -.161 -.046 -.046

.625

_408 .154 .178
a:

.

:
.104 .031 .031

.. a

.552-, .170
.

.. .177

\ -.161

a-

.

-.046 -.046

.625

Note. _Regression includes only those employed full-time or part-ZAme, those who have
a sector/pwa designation, and those who have values on all variables consider4d.-

Variable loses significance by.last step, F 3.5.

avariable not included in regression.

includes only those employed full-time or part-ZAme, those who have
a sector/pwa designation, and those who have values on all variables consider4d.-

Variable loses significance by.last step, F 3.5.

avariable not included in regression.

1 5 00
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showed that 'women earn" less even after adjusting for...the time they are not in

. the 1.;bor force.. Therefore, number of years in the labor force does not totally

account for women's lower salaries. -

Mobility is another aspect of human capital which should affect earning

capacity. Only one mobility indicator, whether choice of a job location is

limited by spouse, is statistically significant inthefinal step, implying that

women PhDs earn less beCaus, they are less mobile because of their husbands' jobs.

But the difference bezween men's and women's salaries remained significznt after.

controlling for immobility due to the limiting influence of the spouse.' Discrimina-

tion still plays a. role.

- Other variables related to the human capital model are also significant:
c

married people earn more. Rank in;.graduate school, a proxy for ability, is posi-

a'sociated with earningS.. The signifidance of graduate school quality

confirms previous findings (Solmon, 19=L.--,Those_morlsill- full time rather than

part time earn more, as do those who have published more (a measure of'prOductivity).

In addition to these.factors, one set of dichotomous variables was included

iodetermine whether PhD field is related to earnings; another set was included

to see whether employment sector and type of primary work affect earnings. (For

the 'field dummies," physics was excluded so the coefficients measure the divergence

of earnings of PhDs in other fields from those of PhDs in phys ics. _For the sector/

work activity dummy test, the indicator o:
_
employMent in.governMent administra

-'Lon was omitted as the reference group.) Compared with beta coefficients on

f
other variables, the coefficients for field dummies were small. However, the

'

.
.

lowest salaries arefrevealed for biologists, anthropologists, and chemists. Those

i
in economics earn the most, followed by engineers and those in "other" fields--

primarily environmental scientists and those with interdisciplinary PhDs. These

diffrences probably reflect field differences in PhD production (biology has been

a big producer in recent years) and in ability to utilize PhDs from the field in a

variety of jobs (e.g., the demand for economists is quite far reaching).
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Generally, differences in earnings by and type of Work are much
. .

greater than by field: Those-in the omitted. sectdr/work dell, government aIminis-
.A

tration, areamong the most highly paid; only.adthinistratOrs in the industrial

sector earn more, and the advantage is. large.. Faculty whose primary work is

teaching rather than research earn by far the lowest salaries; those ethployed

by universities and colleges in any capacity are among the lowest paid.

--Administrators are the highost paid.-university_iemployees. Nonadministrators

in government are paid lessthan "administrators, and most people in industry earn
2

more than university employees.

After controlling for all other .variables, those who feel :their tr

is related to their job earn more than others, although the beta weight on the

.relatedness variable was relatively.Asmall. This finding supports the argument

that knowledge gained in'graduate school can increase one's:productivity and

value in the Libor force, when controlling for work activityand sector. It

suggests that the negative simpJe correlation between relatedness .Und salary is

a function of the relatively low salaries paid to faculty members in all fields.

Science and engineering, PhDs, then, do not have to forego hrgh salaries in return'

..

for,the'kelatedness" of faculty jobs. There are other high paying "related" jobs
-

. y I
in which academic training is an asset. In effect, faculty members are trading

salary for something else, or they do not realize that they can utiliZe their

graduate training inother than academic jobs..

Total Publications

Clearly,Ipublication is a major objective for most PhD recipients, Tab16 5

presents results of the regression to identify correlates with the publication.
index dcscribed'above. Current involvement in research that is expected to lead

Insert Table 5 here
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Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression on- Publication Index
.

a..1, 656Y"'
. _ .

Variable- Simple r Entering Beta Final. Beta

-Background -'

Sex . --:
-.129 -: -.114 -.044

Age .370 .170. .041*
Married .039 .013*

Education
Years since PhD -

.463 . .481'.' .198
Bank in class .097 .128 .108

Graduate school selectivity .154..
-

.061 .046
Field: Biology

Chemistry
-Playa:Lc* a
Math 7.094 -.069 -.0773

Civil Engineering
Electrical engineering .043 .645 -.020*

Mechanical engineering .031.03 .028 '.023*

Anthropology
F-ce Pcoica '.. -.045. -.027 -.033
Political science
Psychology -.135 -.t51 -.114
Sociology
Other .071 . .072 .051.

Current-Job -

University teaching -.117 -.043 .1.077
Uniir. research and development f:

Univ. administratlon -.084 .048 . .028
Univ-rother- -.051.,. -.036 -.045.
Government, eaching -.040 -.040' c-.050
GoVernment research -,

04vernmene administration a, -
.Government other : -.081 -.040 -.053

Other teaching
Other research.
Other adpinistration '.089 .051 .031
Other -.079 -.043 -.041

Pull-time .036 .033
Pmrdenaage tine -.032 -.042 -.060
Years on JO]) .233 -.040 -.021*
Nov doing research .198 .262 .269
Relatedness joab/major
Overe13:satisfaction a
'Se acy a
Publ cation index a
RCM:underemployed a

'Nontraditional job

Employment History' ---,

Employed beta/men BR/PhD
,Numher of jobs .222 .066. - .065'

Changed-career goals
Was seeking new job

.

Years full -time since PhD .461 .259. .241

Current Non-Job Satisfaction
Satisfaction with life
Satisfaction with leisure a

Mobility ,/

Would look nationwide .102 .072 .070
Climate a.limitation
Limited by spouse
Miles job-home town .

.059 .034 .034.

R2 .373

Rote. Regression includes only those employed full-time or part-time, those who
have a sector/pwa, designatione and those who have values ou all variables con-
sidered.

ariable loses significance by last step, F 3.5.

aVariable not included in regression.

'.-

.
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'Table 6 4.

'Primary No* ktivityt * 4ployment Sector

' (in percentages)

Ibtal Bard &dens Drajiraterii;

Cover- Govern- Govern-
Facultz sent Other Facay rent Faculty rent Other Facul

Primary work activity

Hon research only 71.6 . 54.8 75.5' 59.9 46.5 66.6 81.6 61.3 88.2

Research and noc

research 15.2 4.0 4.8 22.0 4.0 7.2 11.4 1.5

Research only 13.2 41.2 19.6 18.1 49.6. 26.2 7.0 33.5 10.3

Type of reseaith =ducted .

by those indicating only
as primary work

Applied

Evaluaticn

16.7 44.5 46.8 . 5.3 34.0 33.9 46.7 63:4 ' 81.0

4.0 10.0 7.6 3.3 6.7 4.2 0.0.' 6.9 7.1

rxperirental/laboratorY 43.4 , 36.1 40.3 54.4 50.4 58.2 '26.7 15.9 7.1

.

.

Theoretical /oriler 35.9 9.5 5.3 37.0 8.9 3.7 26.7 13.8 . 4.8

1.

Scierces.

Govern- .

met 0a

84 4 65 79.9

7.6 3.3 3.7

10.0')/ 30.9 16.4

33.8 61.0. 63.3

7.3 22.7 .19.7

21.9 8.5 .5.7

37.0 7.8 11.3

11.

. 20
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to ,publication is the.best.single predibtor of Ilfetime_publication reqord.
,..

the.
.

Apparently, some people always do research and others neyer.d.o. Of course, variables
. .

. -

relating to age and experience. are also strong predictors. Those who have held the.

most jobs, and are the most mobile publish the most material. 'These 'findings
.

probably indicate that publication is necessary,:,to find new jobs and to"be part of

the national PhD labor market: Certainly publication credentials are more-transferab:

than te-acilina or administrative skills.

Differences in the field ambles are probably as mush a function of the

type of publishing as of the opportunity to publish in'each field. Articles

are given less weight than bookd in the publication index but, in some field's,

articles may take as long to publish as books: In any case, according to the

.

', indexmathematicd, economics, z_nd psychology PhDs tend to publish less than

physicsPhDs. .Those in interdisciplinazy fields tend to publish more. Administra-

tors in academe and in industry are the only group_with higher indices than
- .

-1114
government administrators. Probably, to qualify For administrative positions,

one. must have published in the past. Thid' finding is consistent with the recent

trend for good scholars to become administr.ILors.' In the past, administrators had

a reputation for never having conducted research. The meaning of the coefficients

on sectorlUerk activity dummies may be obscured,because.iihr.variable controls

for whether or-not a respondent is currently doing research.

'The pUblication index used as the dependent variable -considers the amount

of publishing by the doctorates but not the type orother activities in addition

rto research.. Tble' 6 shows the extent to which doctorate holders view research

Insert Table 6 here

'as theirprimary work. -Of course, for faculty members, the most popUlar alternative

to- research is teaching, and, for the others, it is administration. Adding the
c

responses of those doing only research and those doing research and another activity
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as their primary work indicated th proportion of-PhDs conducting research.

This analysis revealed that nonacademic settings, particularly goverlMent,.proMote.
, .

more research than academic settings. This.should.not be surprising, since
44b

- large number of faculty members indicate that their primary work is teaching not

research. The breakdown of research by type is similar for those whose_yeimary

\......., .work is research only and for those whoseipriffary work is both research and non-

research activity.

The types of research conducted in various eu.ploymer sectors is an

important policy issue. Ti certain settings are conducive only to'certain type

of research, the nation couldThitkthat it has serious i'iaiequacies in particular

efareas even though much re arch effort is made overall. It is immediately clear

that a 'larger proportio of applied research compared with other types, is

conducted in governmen and industrial settings. The research type most

dominant in academ- compared with other settings is theoretical (this category

also inc "other"). This finding tends to confirm the popular- argument that

basic-research is university-sponsored. Experimental and laboratory research is

conducted in all three employment sectors. Some cf this work probably. falls into

the. "basic" ..=.,earch category.

In the 'hard sciences and engineering, faculty members condUct more research

than PhDs employed in industry, but the reverse is true in the social sciences.

Yet overall, only 28% of faculty members have any type of research as their

primary work. Little applied research is,,done by hard science faculty members;

engineering. faculty -members usually 43--al:(plied research, while social scientist

faculty members do both applied and`the etical research-
(

Since theoretical research is-Clearly centered in the University, one

potential danger in encouraging science and engineering PhDs to seek nonacademic
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jobs is a debline in theoretical research. (The ."theoretical" category alone.

understates the amount of. "basic" research, sincesome experimental research is

areo basic.

The number of individuals in each employment sector who might be conducting

theoretical research car be estimated. Multiplying the number of PhDs in each

sector who do-any research by the proportion of those who do theoretical research

indicates that the proportions of PhDs in academe, governm,Xt, and industry who do

theoretical research are 10.2%, 5.1% and 1.3%,respectively. In 1975, the
70

numbers of PhDs in the three sectors were 153,200 faculty-, 82,000 government,

and 26,755. industry (NSF, 1977). These figures imply -that 15,600 science and

engineering PhDs in academe are conducting theoretical research, but only 4,185
I .

in government and only 350 in industry. The re/atively small number of PhDs out-

-side universities conducting theoretical or other research is staggering!

Overall Job Satisfaction

Most policymakers would agree that when PhDs find satisfying jobs; a major

goal of graduate education is accomplished. But what types of jobs are satisfying

for PhDs: high-paying positions, thosethat enable pedple to do research and publish,

jobs that use gr.19duate training, or just any academic.jobs? The regression presented

below in Table 9 attempted to explain overall job satisfactionby these and other fac-

tore. Although the list of variables accounts for over 60 percent of the variation in

.salary, and 40.percent in publication record, a similar list, including factors

alleged to be the most important determinants of satisfaction, explains:only 30

percent of the individual differences in job satisfaction.

The question immediately arises: What do respondents mean by "overall"

- -job satisfaction? To 'find the answer, a regression was run to-define overall job

23

o
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satisfaction by indications'of satisfaction with 19 job traits-thought.to be

component... of overall satisfaction. Table 7 shows that the four strongest

. Insert Table 7 here

correlates with overall job satisfaction were satisfaction with challenge,

status, opportunity for creativity, and congenial work relatidnships. It it-

striking that such academically related traits as.opportunityto use training,

'autonomy and independence, opportunity for scholarly pursuits, job- security (tenure),

and pressure to publish wither had much lower regression weights or did not enter

the equation at all. The four leading factors in overall job satisfaction do not

necessarily aepend on the university environment or on d traditional job.
0

Table 8 indicated the proportions in each-field and sector/work activity cell

Insert Table 8 here

which are "very satisfied" overall with the current job. Among those employed in

universities, administrators are usually the most satisfied. The characteristics

of administrative jobs in academe lead respondentsto contradict the allegation

that all PhDs want to do research or teach. Only in-Chemistry, phy§ics, and mechani-
c

cal engineering did a greater proportion of those whose primary work is teaching

indicate they are very satisfied more often than those whdose work is "research and

development. For science ana engineering.PhDs, research tends to be more satisfying

than teaching. Administration and research are the most satisfying for academic, but

these are activities most likely to be available outside academe as well. Adminis-

tration ier the "others" sector tends to be very satisfying to at least as great a

24



TABLE 7

Correlates of Job Satisfaction

(N= 4;941).

Correlate R Entering Beta Final Beta

Challenge .65 .65 .19

Status .57 .33 .11

Opportunity for Creativity .62 - .29. .13

Ctngenial Work Relations .53 .20 .12

Internal Politics :49 .12 .07
.

Opportunity to Use Training
or Schooling .54 .12

2
.09

Variety in Activities .58 .10 .07

Resources, to Get Job Done .45 .05

Opportunities foi Better Jobs
at This Institution .51 .07 .05

Salary and Fringe Benefits .29 .05 .04.

Policy-Makeing Power .56 .06 .06

Autonomy and Independence .56 .05 .05

Prestige of Employer .46 .,- .04 , .04
I

Opportunity for Scholarly.
Pursuits, .47 .04 : .03.

Job Security .27 .03 - .03

Visibility for JobsElsewhere .45 -.03 -.03
7

Working Conditions .35 -.02 .02

Note. R2 = .62. F ratio at 3.8 (all significant).

41-
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Overall Satisfaction with Job; by Field and Employment Sector .

(in percentages) .,,,

Field

University
Government

Research

and Ad-

/ Develop. minii;. .,

lent tration Teaching Other

Research,

and . ?A-

Develop- 'minis-

sent , tration Teaching

'Biology
54.8 53.3 34.7 37.7 33.0 40.9

Chailstry 27.3 45,5 38,2 34.3 23,7 36.7 * 'I

Physics
25.5 ; 64.3 34.9 42,1 20.4 33.7 *

Mathematics 33.3 42.9 '31.2 , 39.4 26.5 26.5

0

Civil enginteri
54.5 40.0 53.3 35.0 33.3 *

Mechanical engines 16.7 (15:0 31.6 ( 21.4 25.0 27.6

Electrical engineering 60.0 24.2 24.4 38.7

Economics 39.1 P100.0 33.3 46.7 13.3 45.1

Political science 41,2 41.6 10.0' 38.5 38.9 *

Anthropology ,
. 30.4 * 24.1 41.7 * 43.8 *

Psych*logy 33;3 40.0 31.4 39.3 25.6 32.1 7.7

Sociology ) 50.0 * 26.7. 15.4 20.0 33.3 *

Other
46.4 16.4 24.7 47.3 35.7 37.4 *

Other

Research

and s Ad-

Develop- minis-

Other went

30,8 33.3

21.4 30.9

23.6 36.6

34.8 36.7

36.4 33.3

27.8 52.4

38.9 39.1

35.4 58.3

4114

26.3 33.3

, 27.1. 33.3

27.3 38.5

27.8 38.1

1.4
tration Teaching Other N

50.0 27.9 1,142

60.3 40.0 1,047

41.1 65.0 858

50.0 39.1 487

* ,*

105

50.0 60.0 256

49.3 r 55.1 593

* *
70.0 436

* *
* 238

* * 33:3 319t

53.8 54.5 52.5 1,617

,

* * 46.7 231.

45.5 43.2 967

Note. Percentages indicate satisfied."

J
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proportion as those in academe.. Government work is very satisfying to a

relatively small share of PhDs.

The largest beta' coefficient in the satisfaction outcome regression (Table 9)

Insert Table 9 her'e

is associated with the dummy variable distinguishing'between those who feel they

are underemployed and thOse who do not. It is less likely that underemployment

causes dissatisfaction than that. dissatisfaction and underemployment represent

similar perceptions of a job. In other words, perceiving oneself is under-

employed may relate to perceiving a lack of challenge, status, and creativity,

components that can make a job rewarding. Underemployment can also mean a lack

of relevance or compensation.

Roth salary and relatedness of job to graduate training are significantly

-related to job satisfaction. Related jobs that are satisfying for reasons other

than high salary might be the reward for the mobile faculty in the HERI sample.

Similarly, salary may produce job satisfaction, in the absence of relevance, among

some of the nonacademically employed. Either money or relevance or both produces

satisfied workers, but the effects of relatednessand money are independent. The

amount of publication during the career and whether one is currently conducting

research are not significantly related to job satisfaction, either in the

regression or by simple correlation. Indeed, those in nontraditional jobs are

more .satisfied than those-in traditional jobs. Although the simple correlation

between, years on the present job and satisfaction is positive, after controlling

for salats,ry, years on the job is negatively related to satisfaction. People become

dissatisfied after a long period of employment if high salary is not achieved_

Other Aran salary, many satisfying aspects of a job, such as challenge, dissipate

over tiffie. Finally, those from more selective institutions are more satisified,

28



Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression on Satisfaction with Current Job
.(N.53,656)

Variable Simple r Entering Beta Final Beta
background

Sex -.042 -.034 -.004*
Age .028_ .-.069 -.001*
Married .054 .054 -.005*

Education
Years since PhD ...062 .054 .030*
Rank in class .040 .045 .006*
Graduate school selectivity .064 .065 .029

Field: Biology
'Chemistry -.045 -.048 -.022*

Phylics a

, Math -.036 -.035 .001*

Civil Engineering
Electrical engineering .025 .032 -.002*
Mechanical engineering
Anthropology
Economics .032 .034 .022*

Political science
445mbology .001 -.035 -.038
Sociology
Other ...

Current Job
University teaching.
Univ. research and development

.
t
MIA,. administration .063*

Univ.-other . .029

Government teaching 0
Government research
Government administration
Government other
Other teaching
Other research
Cther administration .101 .063 .062

',- Other other . .073 .073 .085
-,_

- e

Full -time
Percentage time
Years on job _____ .016 -.053 -.045

Mcvrdoing,-research
Relatedness job/major -:154---:__ .081 .104

Overall satisfaction
----____

Salary .163 ':109 .074

Publication index
Not underemployed .421 .414 .316

'Nontraditional job -.021 :063 .050

Employment History
Employed between 1341/ilhc,

Mtemberfof jobs
Changed career goals
Was seeking new job
Years full-time since PhD

\ Current Non-Job Satisfaction
Satisfaction with life .403 .304 .304

Satisfaction with leisure
,.../.

mobility-
, Would look nationwide

Climate a limitation
Limited by spouse
Miles job-home town

R2

.060 .046L'

.040 .033

a

5

.303

Note. Regression includes only those employed full-7time or p -time, thoSe who have
a sector/pwa 'gnation, and those who have - values on 11 variables considered.

4
*Variable lases significance by last step, F 3.5.

aVariable not included in regression.

29.
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even controlling for salary. Perhaps the credential from a better institution

enableeihDs to'obtain more desiriblejobs.
,

PhD field is n related toijob satisfaction, after considering other
-

factors such as emplOyment sector. Those in administration and in "other" work

, in academe and industry are usually more satisfied than those in any government

job,. or than those:in teaching or research in acadebe or industry. Apparently,

fields affect,job satisfaction only to the extent.that they are association with

-higher paying jobs, jobs related to training, and jobs in academic orindustrial

-administration. There is nothing inherent in particularscience and engineering

fields which leads PhDs to enjoy their work more than others. Mobility does

not affect job satisfaction except perhaps through higher salary' or relatedness.

The final variable entering the job satisfaction regression is satisfaction
Jv

with life in general.' One of the most provocative questions here is whether job'

satisfaction.substitutes for or complements satisfaction with other aspects of

life. Some, may argue that there is no need to worry about job satisfaction

-because workers will balance dissatisfication with happier nonworking lives..

Howeirer, this study indicates a strong positive correlation between job satis-
.

faction and satisfaction with life. This, along with. other recent findings

(Solmon & Ochsner, 1978), leads to the conclusion that job satisfaction is an

important determinant of life satisfaction, and job dissatisfaction cannot be

14.P^0... 10X.....,.

Table 10 reveals how overall job satisfaction and satisfaction with selected

Insert'Table 10 here
.r
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Table ito

Differences in Satisfaction After Job Changes by Type of Change

(in percentages)

Job As Pects

Faculty Governr Other Govern- Faculty Other Other Faculty Govern,7

to lent to to [tent to 'to to Govern- to to ment to
Faculty Faculty Faculty , Goverront Goverment meat r Other other Oder

Hard sciences.

Overall

,'Salary

Creativity

Status

Congenial

Challenge

Social sciences

OVerall

Salary

'Creativity

Status .Y

Congenial

Challenge

.

Tbial 4

Overall 62 60 55 60 61 68 66 70

Salary 40 27 46 , 73 53 49 62 46

Creativity' 55 67 64 46 40 42 56 53 66

Status 49 41 53 54 48 446 . 60 51 65

Congenial 57 56 48 48 55 51 g 61 63 . 66

Challenge, 53 58 53 57 54 50. 50 68 68

58 . 43' 72 55 59 68 68

39 19 25 46 74 50 46

53 65 67 46 34 . 44.. 48

46, 26 /, 60 55. 44 49 65

58 48 56 46 50 53 521

47 48 60 57 46 53 65

Engineering .

Overall 60 82 51 65 46 42 69 77 64

Salary 48 27 12 49 59 48 53 73 36

Creativity 52 82 75 45 54' 26 54 58 54

Status ' 52 44 49 64. 52 39 49 49 64

Congenial 49 60 37 45 44 36 59 61 50

Challlenge 57 % 90 59 61 56 27 72 , 68
.?

64

65
, .

57 58 53 ,65,

39 31 20 46 76

58 64, 56 47 44

50 47 50 50 52

&I 60 50 54 64

56 54 , 43 57 61

58 67

58 49

44 63

44 61

55 69

53 68

63

58

55

51

62

69

(

66 64

63 50

47 57

.53 57

66 50

.65 57:

74

48

.73

67

76

73

Note. Includes only those on the job for 3 years or less.

Percent rare satisfied with selected aspects of curreni.job.compared to previous job.
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aspects of jobs change after recent moves either within' or across employthent

sectors. Regardless of field, the greatest improvements in overall satisfACtiOn

are revealed by those who move into the "other" sector. Opportunities for creativity

are improved'by moves into faculty jobs, and better work relationships are found on

leaving government jobs, despite perceived loss of ,status from these moves.

Thus, there are trade -offs among the components of overall job satisfaction,

as well as among its correlates, by sector: An increase in one job attribute

may make up ,for.a decrease in some other job attribute, when actual changes are

made.

In assessing the outcomes of the em, ...yme7.t situation for science and

engineering PhDs, it appears that salar f n'aLlication, and relationship of job

to graduate study are important determin,...ts ..)f job satisfaction, although

publication affects satisfaction only because it relates to salary.

It is clear from the simple tabulations and from the regressions that

academic jobs are not the only desirable jobs for science and engineering PhDs.

The reasons for job sat-msfacition go beyond the traditional ones of salary,

relatedness, and opportunity to publish. Jobs with challenge, status, opportunities

for creativity, and congenial colleagues are desirable. A decline in academic

lobs due to demoaraohic factors rather than the national economic situation does

not warrant cutbacks in science and engineering.. Such cutbacks would result in

a serious decline in theoretical research. Perhaps more important, maintenance of

PhD production need not result in less satisfying or less productive jobs.
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